Giant G+C% mosaic structures of the human genome found by arrangement of GenBank human DNA sequences according to genetic positions.
To determine the overall variation in the G+C% distribution over long ranges of the human genome, DNA sequences of human genes, which were closely linked genetically or physically, were surveyed from the GenBank Data Bank. A total of 72 sequences longer than 2 kb, which were mutually linked within 500 kb, were identified. The sequences belonged to 17 linkage groups and were ordered in each group according to their genetic positions. Analyses of the G+C% distribution along the ordered sequences showed that sequences within each group almost always had similar G+C% levels, but those belonging to different groups often had different levels. Similar analyses of more distantly linked sequences (e.g., greater than 10 Mb) showed mosaic structures of G+C% distribution. These findings are consistent with predictions made from the "isochore" structures found by CsCl equilibrium centrifugation, in that the structures having homogeneous base compositions stretched over at least several hundred kilobases. A possible boundary of the giant G+C% mosaic structures was identified between X-linked G6PD and F8C.